
AN ANALYSIS OF VIOLENCE IN MANY JEWS AND PALISTINIAN

Between March 30 and November 19, security forces killed Palestinian Gaza to what it calls â€œexceptional
humanitarian cases,â€• meaning mostly medical patients, than the same services that the state makes available to
Jewish settlers there. Israel incarcerates many West Bank and Gaza Palestinian detainees and.

The Six-Day War in created a fundamental change for Israel. In April, the PA amended a cybercrime law
passed the previous year following complaints by civil society groups. Yet it has become clear that a military
solution is impossible. They know where to find us. The proposition removed the "temporarily Israeli
controlled" areas, and the Palestinian side accepted this as a basis for further negotiation. The prosecutor for
the International Criminal Court Office is conducting a preliminary examination into the situation in Palestine
to determine whether the criteria have been met to merit pursuing a formal investigation. Israeli forces
stationed on the Israeli side of the fences separating Gaza and Israel responded to demonstrations for
Palestinian rights on the Gaza side with excessive lethal force. The weapons involved are becoming more and
more sophisticated, with potential to ignite a regional war and create chaos. In fact, they have recently shown
renewed interest. The ensuing War of Independence saw more than , Arabs fleeing the territory, becoming
refugees under Israeli, Egyptian, or Jordanian rule. This constituted about , Arabs. In , Israel set a new course
in its approach to the Palestinian-Israeli conflict: Disengagement. To shore up his faltering government he
turned sharply to the right and chose a hard liner, Avigdor Lieberman, for the cabinet. Arafat rejected the plan
and made no counter-offer. They are second class citizens suffering a great deal of discrimination. Armed
Israeli response only increases the anger of Arab populations all over the world. Unilateral strategies and the
rhetoric of hardline political factions, coupled with violence and incitements by civilians against one another,
have fostered mutual embitterment and hostility and a loss of faith in the peace process. Many Jews preferred
to ignore the signs, until riots broke out in and  Israel continued to maintain its more than decade-long
effective closure of Gaza, exacerbated by Egyptian restrictions on its own border with Gaza, limiting access to
water and electricity households in Gaza received power between four and five hours a day on average during
most of the year. In , the Oslo Accords were finalized as a framework for future Israeliâ€”Palestinian relations.
Clinton stated that the plan broke down essentially about the right of return of the refugees. How many were
kicked out is in contention by Israeli historians.


